
            Dispatch Vote 

 

 

With the six other communities already committed, Village President, Carl Krueger wants to put the 

issue of Dispatch Consolidation to rest.  He has called for an up or down vote on the matter at the May 

2
nd

 board meeting at the Village Hall.  The meeting starts at 6:30 PM, and you are invited to attend and 

comment during the “persons desiring to be heard” portion of the meeting. 

We have been proponents of the Consolidated Dispatch Center from the beginning – realizing that the 

cost to maintain a state-of-the-art facility is “unaffordable” for a community of our size.  Some of the 

advantages we’ve cited in the past are: 

• Allows for cost savings and increased efficiencies since all 911 calls are received and dispatched 

from a single center. 

• Saves time and allows for simultaneous dispatching of police, fire and emergency medical 

resources. 

• Lowers the potential for human or technology errors by eliminating call transfers between centers. 

• Quicker call processing and dispatch times result in faster on-scene times for field personnel. 

• Promotes standardized, consistent training and operational plans for all dispatchers, resulting in 

enhanced service, greater efficiencies and safer working conditions for police officers, firefighters 

and emergency medical personnel. 

• Consolidation provides for more than one dispatcher during periods of heavy call volume. 

• A single computer aided dispatch (CAD) system allows for sharing of critical records between 

participating agencies.  

• Makes advances in technology and state mandates affordable by sharing the costs by multiple 

communities. 

• It would free up police officers in Brown Deer, who spend an average of 400 hours per year filling 

in at our own dispatch center.   

In addition to increased efficiencies, Brown Deer would also experience substantial cost savings by 

being part of the Consolidated Center -- approximately $1.5 million over 9 years.  This savings 

would easily offset the cost for any Desk Clerks required, and still leave hundreds of thousands left 

over.  Better service for less cost -- yet there are still those who oppose consolidation – we can only 

guess what their motivation may be. 

Come to the meeting and make sure that “your government” works for YOU! 

For more news and information about what’s going on in Brown Deer, visit our website: 

(www.bdcrg.wordpress.com). 


